We discuss what it means for a non-player character (NPC) to be believable or human-like, and how we can accurately assess believability. We argue that participatory observation, where the human assessing believability takes part in the game, is prone to distortion effects. For many games, a fairer (or at least complementary) assessment might be made by an external observer that does not participate in the game, through comparing and ranking the performance of human and non-human agents playing a game. This assessment philosophy was embodied in the Turing Test Track of the recent Mario AI Championship, where non-expert bystanders evaluated the humanlikeness of several agents and humans playing a version of Super Mario Bros. We analyze the results of this competition. Finally, we discuss the possibilities for forming models of believability and of maximizing believability through adjusting game content rather than NPC control logic.
Introduction
What exactly is believability in a game, what is it good for and how can it be achieved? These are complex but important questions that we will not claim to be able to fully answer. However, in this chapter we will address all these questions from the perspective of believability assessment, i.e. how we can accurately judge the believability of a game character. As believability is a fundamentally phenomenological construct, we believe an assessment-based perspective to be appropriate for shedding light on the nature of believability.
In the following, we analyze believability in the context of games, and reason about the complexity of assessing believability and the concerns behind different approaches. We argue that in many cases, believability is better assessed from a third-person perspective rather than a first-person perspective, i.e. where the assessor is not a participant in the game. As an example of third-person believability assessment, we report the results of the Mario AI Turing Test, which was carried out during the Asia Games Show (in collaboration with the IEEE Games Innovation Conference) using uninformed observers as assessors. The discussion about assessing believability is then used to inform a further discussion about how to achieve believability; we propose a solution based on modelling and optimization, analogous to an approach that has been used successfully to maximize player experience. Throughout the chapter we will illustrate the concepts we discuss through how they apply to Super Mario Bros, Nintendo's seminal platform game from 1985.
What is believability?
As far as we can tell, there is no generally agreed or precise definition of believability. Instead, we have a family of related meanings denoted by the same word, somewhat similar to the situation for the word "intelligence". In trying to identify these meanings, we can start with the obvious linguistic fact that believability means that something can be believed by someone. As we are talking about believability in the rather restricted domain of computer game bots or characters, we can add that something about the character can be believed by someone. We might constrain ourselves further by adding the "is real" or "is plausible" to the equation, so that we get "someone believes that some character or bot is real". This leaves us with two broad classes of examples:
-Character believability: Someone believes that the character/bot itself is real, i.e. an actual living being (or actual autonomous robot etc.) -Player believability: Someone believes that the player controlling the character/bot is real, i.e. that a human is playing as that character instead of the character being computer-controlled.
Character believability implies a very high degree of realism; characters can be "realistic" in certain respects (such as textures, movement patterns and dialogue) without having any notable character believability. Viewed this way, character believability currently seems to be reserved for big-budget noninteractive movies (e.g. Hollywood productions such as Lord of the Rings where certain entirely computer-generated characters look as real as if they had been human actors in a costume. Hardly any games, or interactive media of any sort, can reasonably aspire to character believability within this technical generation. On the way towards true character believability lurks the well-known problem of the uncanny valley, much discussed in humanoid robotics research: almost, but not completely, believable characters tend to be "creepy" [1] and elicit negative emotions in humans. A number of studies has investigated and, in part, confirmed the uncanny valley theory in virtual characters within games [2, 3] while a large volume of work has focused on the impact of virtual character detail on players' self-reported presence [4] or observers' impressions of character facial images [5] . We do not know whether the uncanny valley phenomenon exists for player believability as well, and there have to our knowledge not been any thorough investigations of this, but some arguments have been made that the phenomenon does indeed exist [6] . The discussion in the rest of the paper will chiefly apply to player believability rather than character believability. Player believability presupposes that the observer knows that the character on the screen is not real -that it is just a graphical representation of digital processes inside a computer. (This is certainly the case in Super Mario Bros.) Importantly, this means that most aspects of animation and graphics rendering are unimportant for player believability. However, the observer believes that a human has an ongoing input to and (at least partial) control over these processes, and that the human's control is interactive in the sense that the human is aware of what the character is doing in the game.
There are many games and bots that are not designed to be believable, neither in the sense of character believability nor player believability. To begin with, there are game genres completely devoid of NPCs (e.g. puzzle games). There are also games where characters are intended to be predictable and "robotic" in their actions, for example many shooting gallery games and platform games. For example, in Super Mario Bros the most common NPC creatures move with constant speed along a platform and reverse direction or simply fall down when reaching the end of the platform. In other games, there is little chance for the player to assess believability because each NPC is typically only encountered for a few seconds, and then in the middle of a rather chaotic situation; this is the case for the single-player campaign of many FPS games. In general, the game design has considerable influence on the believability of NPCs: either the design showcases the bot and its AI or the game is designed so that the bot's stupidity (or non human-likeness) is absorbed.
Even when the player has a fair chance to observe an NPC for some time and assess its believability, it is clear that player believability is harder to achieve in some games than others. One important factor for the difficulty of achieving player believability is the amount and type of information required from the player (human or algorithm) to effectively play the game. As an example of the importance of the amount of information, chess only requires a few bits of information transferred from the player every turn to select which piece to move to which position (a low-bandwidth channel in the vocabulary of information theory) whereas a first-person shooter such as Unreal Tournament requires the player to continuously move the mouse with one hand and tap keys on the keyboard with the other, often performing several actions per second. The much higher communication bandwidth between player and game goes some way to explain the relative difficulty of creating believable bots for FPS games. In terms of control bandwidth, Super Mario Bros has more in common with the typical FPS than with a board game; although relatively few actions are available to the player at each moment, a player during normal gameplay presses more than one key a second.
As an example of the influence of the type of information required, creating a believable bot for a complex strategy game such as Civilization is hard, although there are moderately successful attempts; however, creating a believable bot for a digital version of the strategy game Diplomacy is orders of magnitude harder, even though the action space of the latter game is smaller [7] . The key difference here is that text-based (or verbal) communication between players is crucial in Diplomacy, whereas it is often not even possible in Civilization. In terms of the type of information supplied by the player, Super Mario Bros should be relatively easy to achieve character believability in: the player controls the character through a combination of five discrete button presses (left, right, down, A, B). No text input nor continuous input is possible.
Another important question is "believable for whom"? In general, an experienced player will have a much easier time distinguishing between a humancontrolled and a computer-controlled character. This is due both to the experienced player having better knowledge about the rules and possible actions in this particular game, or in games in general, and to the experienced player having a larger (though often implicit) knowledge of the patterns of actions exhibited by the artificial intelligence routines found in the game at hand, or in games in general.
It is clear that non-player characters with player believability can bring major advantages for a game. Many games become much more engaging for players who believe that they are playing against fellow human players. Several authors have argued that the appearance of human intelligence and overall human-likeliness that adds value to a computer controlled character and overall, increases the quality of gameplay [8, 9] . There seems to be multiple reasons for why games against humans become more engaging, including the belief that humans are less predictable than computers, that the player through gameplay is capable of inflicting real joy or disappointment in other humans, and the sense of having company in what one does.
Believability -similar to emotions such as frustration and cognitive processes such as attention -is an artificial construct with fuzzy boundaries. These properties make the assessment and computational modelling of believability far from trivial. Before discussing the complex nature of detecting and assessing believability in Section 1.3 we will briefly analyze the relationship between player emotions and believability.
Believability, Player Emotions and Cognition
Game believability is a critical subcomponent of player experience. It can be linked to a stream of player emotions, which may be active simultaneously, usually triggered by events occurring during gameplay but also related to cognitive and behavioural process during gameplay. Games incorporating believable elements, such as bot behaviour, can elicit particular emotional responses to a player which in turn may affect the player's attention level and gaze patterns, reflect on the player's facial expression and even cause bodily alterations (i.e. the player's physiology).
Research in game artificial intelligence is based on several empirical assumptions about believability, human cognition, human-machine interaction, player satisfaction and fun. The primary hypothesis of most studies in the literature is that the generation of believable, human-like opponents [10] leads to increased player enjoyment. While there are indications to support such a hypothesis (e.g. the vast number of multi-player on-line games played) and research endeavors to investigate the relationship between believability of non-player characters (NPCs) and satisfaction of the player [11] , there has been no clear evidence that human-like NPC behaviours generate more appealing games.
We need to make clear that we do not necessarily assess player satisfaction or other emotional states by assessing believability; the relationship between the two is complicated, and while it would be interesting and important to clarify it, this is beyond the scope of the current paper.
Assessing believability
Believability of character behaviour may be viewed as part of player experience. Player experience [12] in general can be measured via reporting (subjective); via monitoring a player's physiological responses [13, 14] , tracking a player's body, head and facial motion [15] during play (objective); or via logging gameplay statistical data that embed behavioural responses of player experience (gameplay-based ) [16] . On the same basis, one could attempt to adopt any of the three above-mentioned approaches (or even combinations of those) to capture believability within games.
In this paper we focus on the subjective approach for assessing believability and we question whether a player can reliably assess believability his/herself and, in part, question existent player testing schemes.
Subjective Assessment
The most direct way to assess believability is to ask the players themselves about their experience when they face or presented with opponents that need to be assessed [17] . Subjective believability assessment can be based on either players' free response during play or on forced data retrieved through questionnaires.
Naturally, free-response answers may contain richer information about one's believability notion but are hard to analyze appropriately. An experiment designer may decide to annotate the derived text or verbal response into specific critical words or phrases which can then be mapped to believability. However, doing so requires strong assumptions about the validity and the importance of the text/speech clusters identified, and make it hard to automate the assessment. On the other hand, forcing game experiment subjects to report believability through a questionnaire, constraining them into specific questionnaire items, yields data that can be easily used for analysis.
Subjective assessment may yield very accurate models of self-reported believability; however, there are quite a few limitations embedded in this approach. First, there is usually significant experimental noise in the responses of subjects; this may be caused by subject learning effects (the subject might find it easier to spot bots after having seen a few) and self-deception. Second, self-reports can be intrusive if questionnaire items are presented during the gameplay sessions [18, 19] . Third, they are sensitive to subjects' memory limitations if players are asked to express their experience after a lengthy game session (post-experience effect).
Numerous studies have shown that self-reports can guide machine learning algorithms for successfully capturing aspects of player experience in prey/predator [20] , physical interactive [21] , platform [16, 22] and racing [23] games. We argue that similar approaches can be used for the efficient capture of believability within games.
When to ask?
While efficient methods for minimizing learning effects and self-deception effects have been proposed [24] , there is no universally accepted time window within which subjects should be asked to express the level of believability of an NPC. Such a time window should result in a self-reporting process that is both as unobtrusive as possible and suffering from minimal post-experience effects.
Reporting on paper or on a digital questionnaire sheet is the most popular approach to subjective assessment for player experience, either interrupting the subject during gameplay or at the end of a game session. It is straightforward to extend this method to believability assessment. However, a re-cent attempt on believability assessment, the 2k BotPrize [25] has focused on making the assessment process part of the game itself. In that study, subjects played a first-person shooter game and were equipped with a special weapon that could be used to distinguish between an AI bot and a human opponent. As a pioneering approach to assessing believability, the BotPrize has received considerable attention, and rightly so. While not directly a subjective approach for believability assessment the innovation of that study is that an in-game element (and not an external questionnaire) defines the platform for the assessment of opponent believability during play. Such an approach initially appears to minimize report intrusiveness. Moreover the ideal interaction time window is set by the player his/herself -the window depends on the interaction time a player spends with particular opponents -bypassing that key protocol design decision.
We argue that in a game setting -such as the FPS scenario of [25] -the believability of opponents cannot be detached from player experience. Thus, assessment during play may turn out to be highly intrusive for both player experience and the assessment of players, while gameplay statistics collected this way may contain experimental artifacts that are difficult to detect and correct for.
Results obtained from the 2010 2k BotPrize during the 2010 IEEE CIG conference corroborate our hypothesis. In particular, it was apparent that some players focused on the task of believability assessment while others focused more on gameplay. Believability assessment done this way introduces a new game mechanic that may appeal to some players. The result was that a human player was characterized as the least human player (even less human than all AI opponents) in the game since he had adopted a strategy seeking to excel to that game mechanic. Some judges raised complaints that the experiment was neither a game (the game was way too intrusive to elicit genuine gameplay experience) nor a proper experimental protocol (since some judges aimed to excel in appearing less believable), but rather a hybrid between the two. Our hypothesis is that during-play believability assessment entails protocol design flaws that do not allow for a reliable evaluation of gameplay believability. Thus, when designing the Turing test track of the Mario AI Championship (our own attempt at believability assessment) we chose to deviate from the approach taken in the BotPrize and use a protocol where judges were asked questions only after a level had been played.
How to ask?
Forced questionnaires could vary from simple tick boxes to multiple choice items. Both the questions and the answers provided could vary from single words to sentences; even though, generally, short and clear question-andanswer items are preferred since lengthy questionnaire items may challenge short-term memory and cognitive load of the subject. Again taking our cue from methods for assessing player experience, one could identify three types of forced questionnaires for believability assessment: 1. Boolean: subjects have a single boolean answer choice (e.g. is this believable?, or, is this a human playing? ). While this question type is direct and clear, it does not provide with rich information for further analysis. 2. Ranking: subjects are asked to answer questionnaire items given in a ranking/scaling form (e.g. how believable was that? ). For the use of similar questionnaires in player experience assessment, see [14, 18, 19 ]. 3. Preference: subjects are asked to compare the believability level of two or more sessions of the game (e.g. which one was more believable? ). For the use of similar questionnaires in player experience assessment, see [26, 24, 23] .
There is no single universally accepted approach for questionnaire type even though preliminary results in various user studies suggest that there is an inconsistency between the three questionnaire types when used for assessing player experience. The main disadvantage of ranking questionnaires is that they do not control for the subjective notion of believability across subjects. On the other hand, pairwise preference and boolean questions can minimize subjects' subjective notions of scaling, allow a fair comparison between the answers of different subjects and, thereby, may assist towards a more accurate and subjective capture of believability. For simplicity, we opted for boolean questions in the Mario AI Championship. Being the first time we ran the competition and unfamiliarity with the venue, we decided that boolean questions minimized the risks of technical and/or linguistic glitches.
First person vs. Third Person
Subjective assessment may consider both first person reports (self-reports) but also reports expressed indirectly by experts or external observers. Analogies of this relationship can be found in the comparison between self-expressed experience and annotated experience in affective computing studies [12] . While self-expressed experience comes with several limitations such as selfdeception, increased gameplay cognitive and short-term memory load, annotated data (if in large sample sizes) can effectively encapsulate notions of player experience.
In first person assessment, the player is part of gameplay and the same gameplay is the elicitor of his/her player experience. As the player is engaged in playing and forms a vital component of the game-player interaction he/she thereby influences the degree of believability that emerges from that relationship. Thus, believability, gameplay and player experience are interconnected components of the interactive experience which are hard to separate from each other.
In third person assessment, on the other hand, the player does not play the game his/herself as she is the observer of the playing experience and the gameplay. While one could claim that an observer is not engaged in the true experience of gameplay believability (rather in a quasi -experience [27] ) she is able to concentrate more on the assessment of believability via a higher cognitive focus on the task. Because of the aforementioned limitations of the first person approach our research hypothesis is that third person assessment may lead to more accurate believability assessment. We therefore chose to use third-person assessment in the Mario AI Championship.
It should be added that first-person believability assessment is only possible for games played by at least two players simultaneously. First-person assessment is not possible for a platform game such as Super Mario Bros, at least in the standard version where only a single player character plays at any time, nor for a puzzle game such as Tetris or many casual mobile games such as Angry Birds. Games for which first-person assessment is possible include FPS games such Unreal Tournament, used in the BotPrize, but also a large variety of strategy games, both real-time (RTS) and turn-based and sports games like racing games, not to mention classic non/digital board games like Chess. Third-person assessment, on the other hand, is possible for all game genres.
As an anecdotal example of the perils of first-person assessment, consider the famous 1997 chess match between reigning world champion Garry Kasparov and the Deep Blue hardware/software. After losing the match, Kasparov complained that the program was playing in a suspiciously human-like manner [28] . It is very likely that the subject could have been affected by one of the many limitations of self-expressed first-person believability assessment, such as self-deception.
Time Required for Assessment
What is the optimal (or minimal) time interval for a user to identify believability? Players in a game have differing perceptual capabilities and cognitive responses. One has to take into account such experimental effects when designing a protocol for assessing believability and to control for them. One way to eliminate the time factor as an artifact from any data collected is to design game sessions that would generate equivalent interaction times with the bot which is under believability assessment. Then players can be asked to express their believability preferences over different game interaction sessions of similar time windows.
The time required to assess believability is also clearly dependent on the game genre. For example, FPS game bots are hard to assess since they often only appear on screen for a few seconds, and therefore their interaction time with the player is often insufficient [25] . On the other end of the spectrum, opponents in RTS games are observed and interacted with for time windows of several minutes or tens of minutes. Believability is not only dependent on the game genre but also on the surrounding content of the bot; an experiment protocol designer needs to cater to this and control for the game content that is present. That in turn will have an influence in the time required to assess believability appropriately.
In the Mario AI Championship, we chose to let the judges observe the game for a duration of 20-30 seconds, corresponding to the time needed to complete (or fail to complete) a short level, and in the authors' opinion enough to get an idea of the playing style of the player.
The representation of believability
Believability is a conceptual construct in a similar way to any other user, cognitive or affective state with unclear boundaries [29] . Given the fuzzy boundaries of believability and the subjective nature of its notion the representation of it is of key importance: should believability be represented within questionnaires as a state or as a continuous value?
It is even possible that believability is best represented as more than one continuous value. For instance, the emotional dimensions of arousal and valence [30, 31] are used very often to represent emotional states with unclear boundaries in affective computing studies; believability could be represented in a similar fashion.
The Mario AI Championship: Turing Test Track
The Turing test track of the Mario AI Championship was held during the Asia Games Show 2010 1 in conjunction with the 2010 IEEE Games Innovation Conference 2 . This section presents the competitors, the competition setup and the results obtained.
The competitors
Five bots and one human player competed in the Turing test track. The five bots were chosen from among the competitors in the Gameplay track of the competition (thus built to play the game as well as possible rather than in a human-like fashion) and the organizers' own experiments. The chosen bots were of varying sophistication, playing strength, and in particular exhibited different playing styles: -Robin Baumgarten's A* Agent: This agent is based on an A* search algorithm in state space and simulates the future trajectory of both itself and enemy NPCs for each considered actions. This agent runs through the levels, almost continuously jumping and shooting fireballs. Detailed information about this agent can be found in [32] . -Slawomir Bojarski's and Clare Bates Congdon's REALM Agent: A rulebased evolutionary computation agent that evolves rule sets based on abstract vocabulary of conditions and actions with an A* component to determine specific keystrocks for each high level action [33] . This agent exhibits a more human-like behaviour than the other agents by starting to jump before reaching the edge of a gap, attacking and avoiding enemies, grasping power-ups and moving in both directions. -Forward Agent: A very simple heuristic agent that constantly runs left and jumps when it senses that it is in front of a gap or obstacle. 
Competition organization
Prior to the competition event, videos were recorded of the five AI contestants and the human player playing a short level of the competition version of Super Mario Bros. The videos of gameplay were presented to the audience of the Asia Games Show in a random order and the audience voted on whether the player was a human or an algorithm after each video was completed. Each of the 60 observers was asked to vote whether the Mario they just saw playing was controlled by a computer or a human. The "Not decided" option was also available. Each agent was shown at least twice, and the orderings between the agents were varied so as to prevent order effects. A photograph of the competition presenter and the general competition setup is presented in Figure 1 .1. Table 1 .1 presents the final results of the competition. 60 persons attended the competition session and voted. The REALM bot was the winner of the competition since it managed to convince 17 of the observers that it was a human. The REALM bot is the bot that comes closest to the 22 "Human" vote baseline of the human player with only 5 votes away while Erek Speed's bot also did rather well gathering 9 human votes. It is worth noting that the human player got more "computer" votes than the REALM bot (32 and 20, respectively) since the REALM bot left 13 spectators undecided -7 more than the undecided observers for the human player. The competition results illustrate the difficulty of assessing believability even in a game such as Super Mario Bros, with low control bandwidth, simple graphics and easy overview of the play area. While the human player got the most of the human votes those were only 22 out of 60. Given this preliminary experimental protocol it appears that the 3rd person assessment approach is appropriate since believability can be successfully assessed; however, results also show the subjective nature of believability and the complexity that arises when one attempts to assess it. The majority of experiment observers classified the human player as an AIcontrolled bot and, a few observers indicated that the A* bot and the forward agent are controlled by humans. While the forward jumping Mario agent does not appear to be believable, the forward moving agent and the A* bot can still mislead a few observers. So, how did this happen? The core mechanics of platform games promote simple forward moving behaviour combined with jumps when necessary; such a playing behaviour is often followed by average players of this game genre. However, a human player with relatively high skills has been used in this experiment, and this might be a possible explanation for misleading it with an AI-controlled bot. On the other hand, the A* bot near-optimal performance resembles the behaviour of very few highly-skilled platform game players. Agents mimicking any of those playing behaviours can apparently mislead a few observers and be assessed as believable. On the contrary, the forward jumping agent does not convince any observer for its human nature since such gameplay is rarely met in humans playing Super Mario Bros.
Competition Results

From assessing to modelling to optimizing believability
Once we have established a reliable measure of believability, we could use supervised learning techniques to create a model from game configuration to believability. This process would be completely analogous to previous work on computational modelling of player experience [34, 12] : a number of game configurations are presented to a set of users, the users judge their believability, and based on this data set (with believability assessments as target values) a model is inferred that predicts believability based on game configuration. The model could use any of several function representations, for example a multilayer perceptron or a decision tree, and be trained with e.g. neuroevolutionary preference modelling (in case of assessments being expressed as preferences) or more standard supervised learning algorithms (in case of scalar assessments). After this model is obtained, optimization algorithms can be used to tune the game so as to maximize predicted believability. In previous work, player experience has been optimized for Super Mario Bros through creating a model from in-game player behaviour and level design parameters to predicted player affective states (such as fun and frustration), and new levels thereafter evolved that maximized predicted player experience [16, 35] .
A key design question then becomes how to meaningfully parameterize the game configuration, so that the parameters have bearing on believability and create a tractable search space for the optimization algorithm. The obvious candidate would be the control logic for the character that is to be made believable. In Super Mario Bros itself this would be the main character, Mario. A number of good Mario controllers have been developed and submitted the Gameplay track of the Mario AI Championship, including Robin Baumgarten's A*-based controller that won the 2009 edition of the competition, and Slawomir Bojarski's and Clare Bates Congdon's evolutionary rule-based agent that won the 2010 edition, and also won the Turing Test track of the championship as described above. Both of these have several parameters that could conceivably be optimized for believability (and other modifiers could be introduced, such as a probability of "stopping to think" for a while every now and then), given that a good evaluation function was available.
However, it might be worth considering investigating other alternatives as well. In his classic book The Sciences of the Artificial, Herbert Simon describes the complex path of an ant walking on the beach, noting that the ant itself to our best evidence has a very simple "control system", before asking whether the apparent complexity of the ant's path is due to the ant itself or the topology and distribution of objects on the beach [36] . Analogously, we may ask to what extent believable behaviour in an algorithm-controlled game agent comes about from the controller and to what extent it is a product of the environment. It seems entirely probable that optimizing the environment for believability, in conjunction with a sufficiently generic NPC controller, could be every bit as effective as optimizing the NPC controller itself. In Super Mario Bros, this could be done through optimizing the design parameters of the levels. It is conceivable that the best effects are reached through combining NPC controller and level design optimization.
Conclusion
This chapter has discussed a number of aspects of believability from the perspective of believability assessment. We have outlined a number of important choices to consider when assessing believability, and briefly discussed their pros and cons. Throughout the chapter, we have used the platform game Super Mario Bros as a running example, and discussed what it would mean for a Mario player to be believable, and how believability could be achieved and assessed in this context. We reported the design and results of the Turing test track of the 2010 Mario AI Championship, which attempted to mea-sure believability in this game, taking a number of design choices that differ markedly from the perhaps most well-known attempt at assessing bot believability, the 2k BotPrize. It is clear that there is much research left to do about how believability can be assessed, modelled and optimized, and its relation to other aspects of player experience. We intend to contribute to this discussion through running further iterations of the Mario AI Championship, improving the competition design using lessons we have learned from last year's competition.
